Jose Duarte on Using Social Media to Market
an eCommerce Site
Costa Rica businessman Jose Duarte discusses how to take advantage of social media to market an
eCommerce retail or service platform.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, July 12, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- On the off chance that you run your
own eCommerce webpage, there's a possibility you've needed to stand up to the issue of how to
utilize web-based life to change over your site's prospects into genuine, spending customers! All
things considered, you're not the only one -there are a great many clients who are tweeting,
enjoying, sharing, remarking and posting their considerations and audits on various social media
sites each day. If you’re going to be successful with your endeavor, you will need to be part of
the social media scene, as well, and Jose Duarte, a proven businessman and entrepreneur from
Costa Rica, shares some tips on using social media to market an eCommerce site.
Use visual cues when marketing on social media. Infographics, visual substance or pictures
related to content are bound to be shared more than posts with those devoid of similar graphics.
Take a stab at adding a GIF to your tweets, making a Pinterest collection dependent on your
product or service, or utilizing Facebook Live to exhibit something magnificent about your
organization. Explains Duarte, “Utilizing visuals to feature the things that make your items and
service effective and one of a kind will fundamentally do the selling for you. Exploit open graph
tags to share the aid, and the site, as well.”
There's a huge amount of alternatives for online life stages, and it's conceivable you aren't
utilizing the right ones for your specific business. When you've distinguished your intended
interest group, ensure whatever online social media platforms you pick will really achieve those
clients. Your business may choose not to pick certain platforms, and that is alright. For
instance, LinkedIn is extraordinary for B2B; however, perhaps not B2C. Pinterest is extraordinary
for B2C, but perhaps not B2B. The nature of your social posts will exceed the quantity of outlets
you use.
It’s difficult to be more interactive than through social media. Prop the discussions up by
reacting to answers, recognizing likes, partaking in discussions and expressing gratitude toward
new supporters or fans. Try not to be hesitant to pose inquiries, or react to individuals utilizing
online life to ask your inquiries. Says Duarte, "This is an incredible method to associate with
your present clients (and similarly as significantly, your potential clients!) on an individual level
which can prompt confiding in organizations and, at last, deals."
There's unquestionably no lack of measurements to screen when taking a look at web-based
social media life. Utilize these measurements to add to your advertising objectives. Is it accurate
to say that you are hoping to pick up ten new fans and supporters every week? Is directing
people to your site your essential objective? Perhaps you want to expand portions of your
unique substance? Think back and survey what posts are pushing you toward your objectives,
and when you discover them - don't be reluctant to share them again with various informing.
Make certain to add social media listening into your tracking, as well. Analytics will give you the
ability to see what’s trending, what keywords are popular and what conversations are taking
place in your industry. Adds Duarte, “Tune in to what your system is discussing and what
subjects are in extreme interest. In doing so, you will expand your odds of being seen via web-

based networking media, and let's be honest, that is the thing that you at last need.”
Comments, reviews and contextual investigations are very significant. Give your satisfied
customers and clients a chance to do the selling for you by posting their remarks and audits via
web-based networking media. Clients like reviewing comments and reviews and they use them
to settle on buy choices more regularly than the genuine item rundown. Explains Duarte,
“There's no doubt that terrible surveys are detrimental and can truly shake your confidence in
why you began your business by any means; however, there can really be an upside to negative
reviews. You can utilize them to further your potential benefit by sharing them out through
online networking, alongside an unmistakable and compact clarification regarding how you're
fixing the issue.” Just sharing the great can appear as though your business is concealing
something. However, when clients know the intricate details of your items or services (counting
the infrequent negative thing) trust and confidence are set up and those clients are upbeat. It's a
given that happy clients are what you need and these are bound to be real, paying clients – the
kind you’re looking for.
About Jose Daniel Duarte
Jose Duarte is originally from Heredia, Costa Rica. He has been an entrepreneur and business
owner for more than 20 years, and divides his time between his existing operations and
researching new possibilities in which to invest. When he’s not dedicating time to his businesses,
he spends time with his supporting wife and two children.
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